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Introduction
The following tests were performed on 11 different liquids, which range from tap water,
soft drinks, performance drinks, and various types of filtered water.
The Purpose of the tests was to determine the Structural integrity within the cells
of the liquids tested, as well as the activity of the electrons and the life force atomic
frequency of the tested products. In essence, I am testing which liquids contain the
highest Life force and are most beneficial to the human body.

Testing
Product
Jupiter (Delphi)
water system
Jupiter (Melody)
water system
Evian
Bottled Water
Edmonton Tap
Water
Home Reverse
Osmosis System
Enagic Kangen
Water System
Gatorade
Rain Berry
Culligan Reverse
Osmosis Water
Distilled Water
7up
Soft Drink
Dasani
Bottled Water

General Vitality

(How Alive the Water Is)
- Higher Value the Better 7190
3850
1067
233.9
217.9
112.8
90
80
65
19.1
15

Reference: The number refers
to the Atomic Frequency and
Electron Activity Life Force.
--The higher the number, the
more electron activity, more
positive energy potential
and more beneficial life force
the item carries.
--The lower the number, the
less electron activity, less
positive energy potential
and less beneficial life force
the item carries.
The higher the number value,
the better.

Results / Conclusion
From the above results one can see that the Jupiter Delphi Water System most certainly
has the greatest “General Vitality” which is referring to the Atomic Frequency and Electron
Activity Life Force, basically carries the highest electron activity and thus the greatest
life force out of all of the above tested liquids.
From the above results one can see that the Dasani Bottled Water most certainly has the
lowest “General Vitality” which is referring to the Atomic Frequency and Electron Activity
Life Force, basically carries the least electron activity and thus the least life force within all
of the above tested liquids. (As well as testing with the lowest life force within all of the
above tested liquids, Dasani also carried the highest level of magnetic disturbance within
the sample tested, which also indicates that the use of the product may also be of little to
no nutritional value and may also have a negative effect on any person, plant or animal
being whom consumes it, in terms of the energetic integrity of the product and how it
would affect someone on a subtle energetic level ie: emotions, energy levels, moods,
reduced mental faculties..etc.)
This scale is based on the bio-vibrational electromagnetic frequencies emitted by all
individuals and objects on the Supra Physical spectrum of bio photons and atomic
vibration. The tests were performed on the VibraScan Frequency Scanner, operated by
Rene Hamilton on April 09, 2009.
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